
My name is Melody.
I graduated with a Bachelor’s Degree in English
language and literature in June 2021. Then, I
decided to do a Master’s degree in French as a
foreign language (FFL) online as I wanted to
combine these studies with a concrete
experience abroad. 

Travel enthusiast and eager to meet new people,
I wanted to share, exchange and be in contact
with others. 

Tell us about you in a few
words !

This is why I decided to look for a  volunteering mission in a field that would allow me
to put into practice my academic background and to commit myself to a meaningful
cause.

Why did you decide to join the Alliance française of
Varna in Bulgaria ?
The Alliance française of Varna is part of a worldwide network whose aim is to promote
the French language and culture. So doing a volunteering mission in one of these
structures was a great opportunity for me.

It's quite by chance that I found myself in Varna. From France, Bulgaria is not a country
you hear much about. I didn't know much about this country, which allowed me to
arrive without any preconceived ideas. I discovered that Bulgaria is a country with a
vast inheritance, full of beautiful landscapes.

What were your roles, tasks and missions ?
The team of the Alliance française of Varna is constituted by the director and the
assistant-coordinator, plus two volunteers from the European Solidarity Corps.

My mission was to participate in the outreach of the Alliance française in Varna and to
promote its activities.
With the other volunteer, we have, for instance, intervened with a wide public in
primary schools, secondary schools and universities. We organized workshops, themed
evenings (quiz, language encounters), created content for social networks, participated
in the management of the DELF/DALF exams, contributed to the organization of various



ievents such as for the Bastille Day, the European Day of Languages, and promoted the
European Solidarity Corps program, which allows young people across Europe and
beyond to get involved in an association.

As I said previously, I did not know much about Bulgaria and I knew nothing about the
city of Varna, a town at the seaside of the Black Sea. 
These 12 months were marked by the easy-going atmosphere. 
During my stay, I took the time to explore the country by visiting many cities such as
Veliko Tarnovo, Plovdiv, Nessebar and Sozopol. I was also able to travel to Bucharest in
Romania.

Bulgaria is a fascinating country to discover as the Bulgarian culture is rich and is the
outcome of diverse influences.

What is it like to live in Varna ?

In a few words, what will you remember from this
volunteering mission ?
I remember the many people I met and the discoveries I made. and my work at the
Alliance française, which is my first professional experience abroad. As well as the
growth that such an engagement brings.

Discussion with a student of the high school n°5 "Yoan Ekzarh" in Varna. Photo taken during the
open day organised by the Alliance française. 



What is next ?
I'm going back to France for a few
weeks before flying off to new
adventures and I will finish the
second year of my master's degree.
 

Just go for it ! The unknown can be intimidating and sometimes it can be a brake on
jumping into the adventure but getting involved, doing something meaningful and
meeting people from all walks of life is truly rewarding and opens your mind to the 

What would you say to young people who want to do
a volunteering mission with the European Solidarity
Corps ?

Preparation for the presentation of Parcousup website for
Bulgarian high school students interested in pursuing their
studies in France.  

world. There will be moments of
discomfort, but that is part of the
experience and it is what allows you
to challenge yourself and learn
more about yourself.


